Main architectural works
of Franco Albini

1931 - 1945

Work

Description

Period

Steel frame house, V Triennial of Milan s(with Renato Camus, Giulio
Minoletti, Giuseppe Mazzoleni, Giuseppe Pagano, Giancarlo Palanti)

Albini's first experience working under Pagano's direction occurred in 1933 while collaborating with
Pagano's group (Renato Camus, Giulio Minoletti, Giuseppe Mazzoleni, and Giancarlo Palanti) on the design
of the Steel Frame House erected in Parco Sempione during the V Trien¬nale. Formally , the uninspired
design of the Steel Frame House was probably due to Pagano's overriding preoccupation with the
practical application of standardized building materials. The repetitive nature of the structural bays and
Windows of the Steel Frame House were symbols of economically correct, serially produced, industriai
standards.

1933

For the VI Triennale in 1936 Albini and his partners, Renato Camus and Giancarlo Palanti, collaborated
with Paolo Clausetti, Ig¬nazio Gar della, Giovanni Mazzoleni, Giulio Minoletti, Gabriele Mucchi, and
Giovanni Romano on the design for the Exhibit on Hous-ing, installed in the new pavilion designed by
Pagano in Parco Sempione. Consistent with Pagano's interpretation of functionalism, the group designed
both built-in furnishings and individuai pieces constructed with ordinary materials capable of being
produced in quan-tity. The intention of Pagano and Albini's group was to convince the public that massproduced objects could be designed with care, economy, and quality.
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Work

Description

Period

The Hall of Aerodynamics, Aeronauitc Exposition, Milan

(The exhibit) must be considered as a complete whole, an experiment of collective work. The criterion of
the system and the particular solutions are equal in ali the rooms, and connected to each other not only
by a stylistic unity, but also by that ideal process that establishes an uninterrupted continuiti between the
principle and the cause. . . . There is a general predilection for industriai constructìons, where the
presupposed technologies and the choice of materials impose a rational limitation upon the fantasy of the
artist. A scaffolding of Mannesmann tubes spreads out throughout the rooms, arranged in a semi-circle in
the right wing of the building, supporting the models and airplanes. Didactic labels are evenly spaced
upon this metallic construction, setting up a play between solid and void that accentuates the visibility of
the reticular structure. Some elements of the show, such as the S. 55 seaplane that fills the entire room
dedicated to "Flight of the Masses, " and some particular solutions, such as the diaphragms of the
"Aerodynamics" room, go beyond the stylistic limitations ol this arrangement and refer back, sometimes
to the neo-realist princìples—"Die neue Sachlichkeit"— of modem architecture, sometimes to its more
outspoken chromatic values.

1934

Edoardo Persico, from the introduction to Esposizione dell'aeronautica Italiana, 1934.
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Introduction to the Expositive Innovations
Text are taken from: “Franco Albini, Architettura e design 1930-1970“
Centro Di Marcello Fagiolo
The Genesis of a Language
Design and Expositions (1930-1945).
Summary

A) Screens, transparency, translucency. In 1934 Albini experiments with
screen grilles, which can also be considered diagrams. In addition to
the inherent transparency of the grilles, he invented a kind of
impressionistic 'translucency', obtained through plates of wired glass or
with strips of metallic canvas.

Many young Italian architects found themselves in a permanent state of
war under the flags of Rationalism. It was a war waged against the
Academy and Monumentalism, with design, interior decor, and expositions
at the forefront. The courage of the Ephemeral in the face of the academic
arrogance of the Eternai represented a turning point towards the
affirmation of the 'via italiana' in the world of modem architecture.
The exposition was an experimental laboratory for new architecture, as was
true for engineering in the 19th century. Expositions furnished a meeting
ground for an exchange of ideas between architects and artists: artists
decorated and made the preparations, while architects created plasticpictorial works, art critics made projects and designers tried their hand at art
criticism. These expositions were above ali a marvelous kind of theatre of
production, where architects turned directors took on the role of technicians
in a kind of meritai construction exercise — 'surprise' specialists. Some
expositions were dedicated to special themes, such as the myth of science
and technology, the idea of a humanistic civilization, or ideology as
conceived through the art of persuasion.
If we consider the proclamation of a break with the past as having been
issued at the Exhibition of the Fascist Revolution (1932), the real manifesto
of the new Italian taste was the Aeronautics Exhibition in 1934, fruit of the
collaboration of the finest Italian architects (perhaps one can even
hypothesize an exchange between Albini and Persico). The rarefied
atmosphere created by Persico and Albini's decor reached exceptional
heights, going beyond architecture and politics, towards an open pian
projected into the infinite, not just the future.
Not only were these two young architects faced with a kind of dilemma
(Realism/Abstractionism, or '20th century/ Rationalism) ,but they found
themselves at the crossroads of the past and future: Cubism, Futurism,
Expressionism, Neo-plasticism, Constructivism, Metaphysics, Dada,
Surrealismi...

B) Spatial grilles and filiform mountings. The new space-age conception
proposed by Albini and Persico starting in 1934 can be analyzed in
relation to the Bauhaus expositions and De Stijl design. The
harmonious forest of little pillars is seen as a 'metaphysical building
pian', and an allusion to
Le Corbusier's 'pian libre'.

The following is a list of the dominant motifs and the figurative structures of
Albini's architectural language and mode of expression. These are found in
the world of design (industriai or artisanal), interior decoration, and the
1930's expositions in Italy, with some reference to postwar themes as well.

C) Scaffolding, framework-cage construction. The expositions of Albini and
Persico should be considered a methaphor of an ephemeral city in
Constant transformation, with the presence of structural skeletons of
new buildings and scaffold superstructures in Mannesman latticework.
The relationship between the objects on display and the metal cage
constructions can be compared to the 'imprisoned' and 'caged' objects of
Duchamp, Giacometti, and Melotti.
D) Perspectìve space and optical target. Along the same axis, the
succession of screens, partitions, or frames is placed in relation to the
more general problem of the trame as an optical target, with the
principle of the 'frame that makes the picture', examined by Dada and
Surrealism.
E) The idea of flight and the heavens. Values were tipped upside down at
the 1934 Aeronautics Exhibition: the airplanes were mere objects, at
most static, and sometimes stripped and displayed in fragments, while
on the contrary the architectural structure of the exhibit took a dream
flight into the beyond, which was symbolized by the flight spirai in the
Room of Icarus.
F) The aviary, cage, and tree. The 'Living room in a villa' by Albini (1940) is
an unsettling ensemble of naturalistic surrealiste objects: the lawn under
glass, the tree, and the aviary-partition (the background of this motif is
reconstructed).
G) The thread frame. This motif has futuristic roots (Balla) aswell as
constructivistic ones. It is employed both to give a harp effect, as well
as a twisting and motion effect. Sometimes it takes on a veritable 'loom'
significance.

H) The fluid line. Evolution of the 'luminous line', from the bidimensional
exposition experiments up to tridimensional works such as the Spatial
concept by Fontana (1951 Triennale).
I) Curved surfaces. The experimentations of Albini, Mollino, and Baldessari
before 1936 (year of Max Bill's Swiss section at the Triennale) preceed a
generalized application of certain Bauhaus exposition principles, and in
some cases prefigure Aalto's spatiality.
L) Planes and 'hanging' torms, lightness. In some shows we find fiat plates
or sheets or other forms that seem to float in space, as in the aftermath
of an explosion. Sometimes Windows and panels are hung from the
ceiling. The idea of lightness derives from the use of flimsy, lightweight
materials: like thin metallic canvas, netting, and paper.
M) Tensile-structures and suspended space. In addition to the hanging'
tension structures, other are 'anchored' to the floor or walls. Starting
with staircases suspended by wire, Albini even experiments with
furniture hung from the wall or ceiling by metal wire. The functional or
figurative archetypes of 'tensile-structures' are suspension bridges,
airplanes of the twenties and thirties, ship masts, and tents. Sometimes
these sophisticated games can be likened to equilibrium and illusion of
instability.
N) The sailing ship and swing. The 'sailing ship' bookcase reflects a
widespread idyllic or ironie mentality concerning the sea, in
contraposition to the fascist rhetoric about mare nostrum. Among the
furniture and interior decor of Albini we find the swing motif, often
with the antithesis between
O) White metals and 'poor' materials. The success of white metals led to
suppose that the 20th century was a kind of 'platinum age', after the
stone, iron and bronze ages. Alongside these metals which alluded to a
machine civilization, even as a follow-up of 'autarchy', a series of 'poor'
materials carne into vogue as surrogates of the more precious ones.
P) The Glass revolution. After discovering the extraordinary structural
qualities of 'Securit' glass, we find it being used as an 'honest' and
'surprise' material (in pieces like Albini's radio of 1940).
Fuller's scientific experiments on energy, dynamism, and integrai tension
and stress.

Work
Permanent Pavilion of the National Insurance Institute (INA), Milan,
Trade Fair, Outside and imside views
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Description

Period
1935

Work

Description

Period

A room for a man, VI Triennal of Milan

Also for the VI Triennale, Albini designed an allegorical space for the daily occupations of the monastic
modem person, the Room for a Man. Ostensibly designed to demonstrate the com-bined activities of
mind and body (and inciden-tally the practical applications of modem materials: Securit glass, tubular
steel fumiture, Linoleum, and Pirelli foam rubber) in one 30 square-meter room enclosed on three sides,
Albini's Room for a Man illustrateci his particular skill of composing autonomous elements in one space.
Functioning objects are dis-played as objets trouvé, particularly the wash basin and shower enclosed in a
glass enclosure. The room was thematically split by function into two separate areas, body and mind.

1936
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Work

Description

Period

Antique Gold-work Exhibition, VI Triennal of Milan
(with Giovanni Romano)

The vertical supports were positioned in an or-thogonal arrangement that implied infinite horizontal
and vertical extension. By painting the ceiling black and minimizing the connection of the vertical supports
to both floor and ceiling, the supports appeared not to be limited by the con-fines of the room.
The hidden, diffuse light source allowed the ex-hibit to be lit only by reflected light from the white walls.
Photographs of the exhibit suggest an arrested, atmospheric environment isolated from the outside world.
At the same time, the rigorous order of the exhibit scheme suggests a relent-less, internai logie and
permanence that belies its temporary status as an exhibition.

1936
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Work
Minetti Apartment, Milan

Description

Period
1936
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Work
Pestarini House, Milan, Outdoor and indoor views
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Description

Period
1938

Work

Description

Period

Fabio Filzi Housing project in viale Argonne, for the IFACP
(Indipendent Fascist Institute, for Low-Cost Housing), Milan
(with Renato Camus and Giancarlo Palanti): outdoor view and
axonoetric design.

"In the confused mosaic of dwellings in Milan, this Fabio Filzi quarter represents an extremely rare
exception. Houses open on ali sides instead of the barracks with closed courtyards; houses rnade for the
health of the inhabitants to ad as sidewalk screens; houses well aligned and ratlonally arranged in a
harmonious and disciplined composition instead of the usuai sampling of twentieth century gaudiness. "

1936 - 1938

Giuseppe Pagano, "An Oasis of Order," Casabella-Costruzioni, n, 144, 1939.
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Work
Albini Apartment, Milan: View of the living room (with the tensile
structure bookshelf) and the bedroom.
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Description

Period
1940

Work

Description

Period

Living room of a Villa; VII Triennal of Milan, (comparing to the Room
for a man)

Albini's second opportunity to design a tem-porary exhibition installation for the Milan Trien¬nale
occurred in 1940 for the VII Triennale, with the design titled "Living Room of a Villa." This installation
design reveals the influence of Persico, who insisted that modem architecture go beyond Pagano's
preoccupations with in¬dus triai standards and construction technology. The image of rationality, or mass
production, was not the primary concern of this design.
Virtually the only similarity with the Room for a Man is the symbolic division in pian into two equal areas.
Where in the Room for a Man intellectual activities were separated from those of the body, the Living
Room of a Villa was separated into areas representing inside and outside: in pian by a change in floor
material, and in section by a second level deck above the interior of the living room. A "meadow" of grass
and flowers was covered by the floor material of the "exterior": a grid of square Securit glass panels
supported by a structure of iron tubes and rubber discs. The "interior" was marked by a change in floor
material from glass to paving stone. The other horizontal surface spanning the two cross walls of the
installation was a deck made of parallel larch-wood beams with open gaps of equal dimension between
them, braced by per-pendicular iron tubes. A stair suspended by thin iron tubes from two wood beams
connected the second level to the "exterior." Four vertical iron tubes painted white supported the landing
of the stair and the deck and divided the space per-pendicularly from the division established by "inside"
and "outside."
Albini included several naturai and figurative elements in the design. A tree was positioned opposite the
stair, and a floor-to-ceiling aviary containing a small tree was located in the interior. A sculpture of a
reclining nude figure by Genni Mucchi was placed on the glass floor of the exterior. Also arranged in the
space were various fumishings designed by Albini: suspended chairs, a hammock, upholstered chairs, a
glass table, a magazine stand, a table of thin iron tubing supporting a mosaic top designed by Carlo del
Bon, a cantilevered bookshelf, and lighting.
Not unlike the design for the Room for a Man, opposite conditions are emphasized in the Living Room of
a Villa: naturai and man-made elements, figurative and abstract objects, inside and outside, and reversals
of supported and supporting elements (for example the suspen-sion of the stair treads, suspended chairs,
and hammock netting). However, despite the mass of the sculpture and the tree, most of the elements in
the design were reduced to their thinnest possible condition and were in most cases trans-parent or
produced transparency The reflective transparency of the glass floor and glass topped table; the open slots
of the wood deck, chaise lounge, and wood-slat armchair; and the trans-parencies of the curtains, aviary
netting, and hammock netting suggested an interpretation of Rationalism, as proposed by Persico rather
than Pagano, that had little or nothing to do with construction technologies or standardization. To the
critic Carla Zanini, writing in 1941, Albini's design illustrateci Persico's conception of a ra¬tionalism of
liberative capabilities:

1940
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Description
Three elements of interest can be pointed out in this environment, not so much because they are typicai
of Albini, but precisely because they teli us about a widespread current sensibility These are: tfie
relationship of this architecture to the spirit of certain expressions of abstract art; /te relationship to a
certain impressionistic sensi¬bility; and its desir e to merge with nature. . . . Indeed, in Albini's interior
design we find the desire to create a sensitive atmosphere within the house, as one might find with a
painting, confìrming once again the profound spiritual un-dercurrent of rationalist architecture. It is
archi¬t ecture that, in ali reality was, during the past twenty years, an inspiration to order in a con-fused
world in revolution, and not only that, but also a transposition of the lite ofevery hour to an ideal piane25
In fact, the impression of lightness, the elimina-tion of mass, the presence of dematerialized elements and
enigmatic juxtapositions of dis¬p arate objects both man-made and naturai is closet to the intentions of
the surrealist than to a program of functionalism. This interpratation of modernità, as expressed by Albini
in the design of a Living Room of a Villa included conditions of paradox, whismy, and the incongruous
juxtapositions of srtisanal and massproduced objects, figurative and abstract elemento, and organic and
man-made materials.
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Work

Description

Period

Scipione and Black and White exhibition in the Napoleonic Rooms of
the Brera Painting Gallery, Milan, view of exhibition installation

The exhibit design for the Brera uses thin, linear, upright supports arranged orthogonally in a se-quence of
four rooms to display sketches and paintings . Here, the supports are obviously "designed," evidence of
Albini's craft sensibilities and affinity for detail. Each vertical support is designed as two parallel, linear, unpainted, tapering wood pieces, drilled for light-ness, that are separated by small wood cylinders for most
of their length and then joined top and bottom. Horizontal wood members span the ver¬tic al supports
to create a frame that allows Albini to sandwich drawings between glass. ali elements of the installation,
with the exception of the free-standing apsidal walls, are reduced to line and piane.
Due to the height and the vaulted ceilings of the Brera galleries, the vertical supports could not be pinned
between floor and ceiling. Albini devised a grid of tension cables spanning the walls at the height of the
door openings ìnto the four galleries. This solution both acknowledged an existing condition (door height),
which established a new horizontal datum in the space (which in turn determined the height of the
vertical supports), and resolved the problem of the vaulted ceiling by allowing the attachment of the tops
of the vertical supports to the tension cables.
Albini used expanses of papera long the perimeter of the rooms and detached from the walls, imbuing
the spaces with a sense of depth and indicating the ephemeral duration of the intervention through the
impermanent and spare material.

1941
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Work
Zanini Furrier, via Canzoni, Milan
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Description

Period
1945

1946 - 1977

Work
Pirovano Hotel for Children, Cervinia,
(with Luigi Colombini)
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Description

Period
1948 - 1952

The Museum Innovation
Under the aegis of mayors Adamoli and Pertusio and Counsellor Doria,
Genoa called upon various architects from the Milan school to collaborate
with locai professionals and with the municipal technical offices. Caterina
Marcenaro (director of the Division of Fine Arts and History of the
Municipality of Genoa from 1949 to 1971) proposed the renovation of the
city's museums, and she entrusted the Chiossone Museum to Mario Labò,
Columbus' house to Ignazio Gardel-la, and the Palazzo Bianco Museum to
Franco Albini.
Working with Caterina Marcenaro, a woman of exceptional sensitivity,
tenacity, and rigor, was often difficult on account of the severity of the
demands she imposed, but Albini's working methodology was characterized
by a desire to understand to the greatest degree possible the problems at
stake, delving into them thoroughly. He responded to her insightful
criticisms, strengthening his work with new images and new suggestions. It
is worth noting that in ali his museum projects Albini concerned himself
above ali with how to display the exhibited work to best advantage,
without ever expressing a judgment about the work itself.
At the beginning of my collaboration with Albini, at the time of the 1953
exhibition of Italian Decorative Art in Stockholm, one of the para-doxes that
he frequently used to express himself succinctly was: "There are no ugly
objects, one only has to display them well."
It was not an ambivalent position, but it was his committed way of
conveying his specific role, his professionalism. It was not in his nature to
be-come enraptured before a piece or to assume a criticai stance; rather it
was his role to make available his technical expertise and his abilities to
understand the problem and to best resolve it.
The Palazzo Bianco was important both for the rigor of the museum design
and for the flexible interpretation of the collections to be exhibited, for the
building's role as a historic container, and for its surrounding environment.
In addition, Albini designed the Treasury Museum (a hypo-geum in the
courtyard of the archbishop's palace, adjacent to the cathedral), and the
Palazzo Rosso, on the via Garibaldi.

While Albini's interventions were always measured and ratìonal, he
succeeded in creat-ing a particular "atmosphere." Objects were exhibited to
be best appreciated by the public, but the space, even if basic, had an
emotional charge that heightened one's perception of the values of the
materials exhibited.

Work

Description

Period

Organization of the Municipal Galleries of Palazzo Bianco, Genoa,
(scheme by Catarina Marcenaro)

Window for the bizantine Pallium and movable support for the sculpture fragment from the tomb of
Margherita di Brabante by Giovanni Pisano, Painting gallery with slate curtain wall

1951
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Work
Palazzo Rosso, Restauration and convertion in a Museum, Genoa,,
(with Franca Helg), Curator Caterina Marcenaro, stairscase and
sculpure base.

Description

Period
1952-62
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Work

Description

Period

S. Lorenzo Museum of the Treasure, Genoa,
(scheme by Caterina Marcenaro); hall between major and minor
tholos

The Museum is built about IO feet below the level of the courtyard, thus getting the advantage of a direct
comunication between the sacristy and the Museum (one of the two sacristies is on the same level as the
Museum and this permits even the heaviest articles in the Treasury te be transported without difillculty).
Further, In order to render the architecture still more charactheristic, the special situation of the Museum,
built in the tufaceous subsoil of the courtyard, has bean fully exploited: efforts have been made to stress
its resemblance to a cript or a catacomb..

1952/56

The architecture reflects the perrnanency of the arrangement and of the coilection itself. The spaces are
cleariy defined; the cylindricai form of the rooms (also the best for resisting the pressure of the
surrounding soil)heightens still further the Museum’s special atmosphere.
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Work
INA Office Building, Parma, exterior view on via Cavour and view of
staircase from above.

Description

Period
1950/54
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Low Cost Housing
Text are taken from: “Franco Albini, Architettura e design 1930-1970“
Biagio Garzena and Giovanni Salvestrini
'Low-cost Housing, Urban Planning, and Collective Dwellings'
Summary
Franco Albini's projects in the field of low-cost housing, urban planning, and
collective dwellings constitute the lion's share of his work up to the middle
of the 1960's, when he began dedicating the greatest part of his time to
other undertakings.
Thanks to a certain thematic continuity, the projects that make up this
period offer us a unique possibility to analyse the growth and Constant
improvement of Albini's methods. The framework of this method can be
understood in schematic terms, as an on-going search for order; Le., a set of
criteria and norms with which he organizes, within every possible
dimension, architectural materials. In fact, the architectural object, and its
parts, are rigorously subordinated to these same criteria and norms.
The criterium of the comprehensibility of the criteria is an element of his
method. During this thirty year period, his method was constantly perfected
and subsequent innovations are numerous, sometimes important,
sometimes less so, successes and failures. The end of the war and the
subsequent profound cultural and economie transformation was perhaps
the only, but undoubtedly the most important, breaking point.
The pre-1945 work examined in the text and including the Ponti quarter
points up a very severe conception of order: order as a means of coping
with poverty. The incredibly low living standards, not to mention the
financing, is shown in the simplicity of the volumes, the typological
constancy, the search for solar alignment, and the geometrie artifices in his
treatment of architecture. In the urban projects the principle of order is
conceived on city scale, in a search for ever-greater components; from the
type of construction to the foundation network to the bathroom and
kitchen modules. The greatest leap in seen in pian AR where the city is
faced and dealt with globally. The post-1945 works taken info consideration
in the text reveal a light, playful component, whose appearance was made
possible by a change in outlook — politically and economically — after the
war.

The search for order becomes more complex and rich with new ideas. In
much of this work one notices the desire to expound the typological and
construction procedures utilized, at least up to the point where the visual
complexity endangers the comprehensibility of the results.
Distinct functional-typological elements are disjointed and treated
separately. In some of the works, one can observe a systematic reevaluation, not merely stylistic, of those architectural modes that stem from
an uncultured building tradition.

Work

Description

Period

Low cost Housing “Mangiagalli” IACP Housing
(with Ignazio Gardella), Milan

A similar compositive research is comparing in other project by the same years like INA-Casa INCIS
Housing, Vitalba, 1950-53 and a House for employees of the società del Grés in Colognola, (with Franca
Helg), 1955

1950 - 1952
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Work
New Municipal Offices behind Palazzo Tursi, Genoa;
view looking north, Palazzo Tirsi, foreground
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Description

Period
1950-64

Work
Exhibition of Italian Decorative Art, Stockolm

Description

Period
1953
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Work

Description

Period

Hall of Honor, Palazzo dell’arte, X Triennal, Milan,
(with Franca Helg), overview of the Auditorium

Like other exhibit designs by Albini, the installation for "I trent'anni della Triennale" dis-played objects in
vitrines attached to the scaffold as well as paintings mounted to the vertical scaf¬f old tubing. The exhibit
also incorporated a "Hall of Honor," a coffered structure of varnished yellow pine that housed a temporary
lecture hall within a construction scaffolding made of seam-less iron tubular pipes.
Access to the elevated lecture hall was by a stair which led to a stepped ramp which ended in the lecture
hall.

1954,
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Work
Davis Cup Stadium, Valletta Cambiaso, Genoa,
(with Franca Helg)

Description

Period
1955-63
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Work
La Rinascente department store in Piazza Fiume, Roma,
(with Franca Helg), wich utilisez the channeling of services to
punctuate and characterize the volume (prescribed by the
preexisting plan), is an investigation into new construction
techniques. The prefabricated exterior wall is mounted on site, like
curtain wall, but it is by no means rigid, mechanical, or colorless, like
a curtain walls in most commercial buildings
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Description

Period
1957

Work
Olivetti Shop, Paris , exterior and interior view

Description

Period
1958
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Work

Description

Period

Brion Apartment, Milan

The big Apartment is commission by an Art collector and all the space is influenced by the presence of the
works of art

1960-66
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Work

Description

Period

Milan Lines 1 and 2 of a Subway Stations. ( with Franca Helg,
Antonio Piva – Graphics: Bob Noorda).
View of Station and close-up of the handrail.

The M.M project is rich in implications. It was not only a question of turning casual, non-organized spaces
into homogeneous ones, analogous in their distributive qualities and in their image; this underground
projectthat energizesthe urban fabricalso had to be a sign that invested the entire city. It had to be
created with particolar means: on the one hand, it needed to have the robustness of railroad installations,
on the other, the constructive independence of a concrete shell “finish”.

1962-63
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Work
S. Agostino Museum Restoration and additino, Genoa,
(with Marco Albini, Franca Helg, Antonio Piva), Painted Gallery and
stepped ram, External view
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Description

Period
1963-1979

Work

Description

Period

New Bath “Luigi Zola”; Salsomaggiore, (with Franca Helg), Exterior.

In this latter case too, the investigation of new materials is accompanied by a research into new form,
streacly interrelated with the necessities of function. Services are placed at the very end of the building,
giving a istinctive cast to the volume as well as being extremely efficient.

1964-67
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Work
SNAM Office Headquarters, S. Donato Milanese,
(with Marco Albini, Franca Helg, Antonio Piva) – Exterior, Facade
detail
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Description

Period
1969-72

Text are taken from:
“Franco Albini: archittettura e design 1930-1970” Centro Di editori
“Franco Albini and his studio: Marco Albini, Franca Helg, Antonio Piva” Princeton Architectural Press
The Foundation Logo: Bob Noorda
Gathered material: Paola Albini

